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JOHN BUTLER'S COMMENTS - RE: J.B. DESIGN OF CS/22

The CS/22 has been designed to meet Canadian Sailcraft's requirements for a small performance sailboat ideally suited to the light sailing conditions that prevail on the Canadian Lakes.

The design had to be specifically for economical quantity production in G.R.P. and had to offer reasonable family accommodation with a large cockpit. Although there is no sailing draft limit a centreboard was required for ease of trailing.

For light weather performance I have designed a light displacement easily driven hull with low wetted surface area. A considerable beam/waterline length ratio was necessary for the required accommodation and consequently the sections are slack bilged.

I have utilised the centreboard to decrease wetted surface area by pivoting it in a short ballast keel stub. In the raised position the board protrudes aft of the ballast.

With the board raised the handling characteristics are considerably improved, when sailing free in strong winds, because of the aft movement of the centre of lateral plane area. Under these conditions a small light beamy boat can be difficult to steer especially with a spinnaker set. To improve steering even further I have incorporated a vertical lifting rudder blade. This is complimentary to the centreboard in that the blade can be adjusted to suit the sailing conditions. It enables a considerable wetted surface reduction with good control in light airs but in heavier conditions the blade can be increased in depth and area for complete control.

Rudders on small centreboard boats do present a problem. Many are fitted with fixed
blades which can easily be damaged in shoal waters. Some are fitted with swinging blades, in
a Dinghy fashion, which with the blade even partly raised put considerable weight on the helm
because the centre of pressure is moving aft of the stock centreline. The arrangement shown
has the blade lifting in an alloy frame stock. Should the blade hit an underwater object it
will swing aft.

The high aspect ratio 15/16 rig has been designed for light weather efficiency.
The sails can be cut full and from resinated cloth so that they present an efficient shape
in low wind strengths. The mainsail fullness can be reduced for stronger winds by extending
the mainsheet along the track and increasing the luff tension. Fullness in the light genoa can
be adjusted with the aid of a halyard winch to maintain maximum luff length.

The accommodation provides four large berths, 5'0" headroom, dinette and good galley
space. A curtain or folding door fitted to the main bulkhead will give the forecabin privacy.
A portable cushion can fill the space between the forward berths to convert them to a large
double.

J. A. B.
TRAILER CHECK LIST

1. Two safety chains recommended - criss crossed under trailer tongue permit full maneuverability, but give maximum safety if coupling comes apart.
2. Adequate visibility - mirrors - etc.
3. Jacking - an axle jack is suggested - use of a car jack is dangerous.
4. Spare tire: If car tire doesn't fit on trailer then mount spare bracket on trailer.
5. Brakes and lights - carry spare bulbs and fuses
7. Spare tie down line or straps.
8. Rudder should be carried inside boat - well cushioned.
9. All mast hardware and lines should be well secured to prevent chipping of fiberglass.
10. Cockpit drains - open - rain filled cockpit can cause dangerous weight shift at high speeds.
11. Small wide angle mirror mounted on winch support allows driver to back car coupler right on to trailer coupler.
12. Tire pressure (28 lbs.) check every 250 miles.
13. Centreboard must be down (purchase line loose)
15. Winch rope and hook secure.
16. Boat level on cradle - cradle bolts tight.
17. **Car trailer link fastened well.**
18. **Mast secure.**
19. **Check for any noticeable friction creating surfaces.**
RIGGING THE CS-22

The boat may be rigged on land or in the water. It is easier of course to do it on land. In any event it is necessary to follow the procedures outlined herein, making sure that the following work is done prior to launching:

(A) Clean and wax the hull (this will not be required during the first year as there will be enough wax left on the hull from manufacture). Abrasive or solvent cleaners must not be used on plexiglass - mild soap and lots of water only.

(B) Apply a generous but well spread coating of antifouling paint suitable to your area. (available from C. S. Yachts) Apply with inexpensive roller and tray. Apply with strokes in fore and aft direction for maximum performance.

(C) Install all fittings that will be below the water line i.e. - Sumlog sending unit.

(D) Install rudder head on pintles and mount rudder blade and tiller handle.

(E) Clean rub rail (acetone may be used sparingly).

(F) Before waxing - install the Department of Transport Registration numbers on bow. (starboard and port). This is a legal requirement.

(G) Supply black bands on mast and boom - see class association constitution

(H) Clean and wax mast and boom.
LAUNCHING THE CS-22

1. **From a Crane:**
   Two slings (canvas or rubber) are required. One should be placed aft of the keel directly below the position of the sheet winches and the other is placed forward of the keel. Slings should be placed on the hook (be sure to log them with a piece of rope) at a point approximately 18" aft of the mast step for balance. Make sure sling is free of sand and grit.

2. **From a Trailer:**
   The CS-22 is easily launched from a trailer into approximately 2½ feet of water.
   
   The following items should be checked prior to launching:
   
   (A) Pull centreboard full up and cleat the pennant.
   (B) Raise the rudder as high as possible.
   (C) Tilt outboard motor up.
   (D) Attach stern mooring lines both starboard and port.
   (E) Attach bow line (two if desired).
(F) Put plugs in transom drains.

(G) Boat hook is often handy.

(H) After launching: Check through hull fittings for leaks.

(I) NOTE: A little water in the bilge is not uncommon when the boat is first launched.

(J) Disconnect trailer wiring before backing into water. Back the trailer into the water until the stern begins to float. Now detach the trailer cable from the bow eye. Gently ease the boat off the trailer (by pushing up and out on the bow and walking the stern lines aft) making sure the boat maintains its fore and aft centre line concentric with the trailer centre line (this will prevent scratching of hull and antifouling.)

Wire cable should not be substituted for rope.

Easier to raise mast on trailer than when boat is in water.
STANDING RIGGING

The standing rigging consists generally of: mast, boom, spreaders, fore and aft stays, upper and lower shrouds and topping lift.

Separate the various lines into their respective locations ready for attaching to the mast. Be sure the turnbuckle end is at the mast foot.

2 Lower Shrouds - shortest lengths approximately 14'0", fork one end turnbuckle on other end.

2 Upper Shrouds - next longest length approximately 27'0", fork one end turnbuckle other end.

1 Forestay - next longest length approximately 27'9", fork one end turnbuckle other end.

1 Backstay - longest length approximately 30'6" eye one end turnbuckle other end.

1 Topping Lift - smallest gauge wire eye one end rope tail other end.

Remove all clevis pins from the swaged fitting ends rigging and store in safe place.

Attach all standing rigging to spar making sure that pins are re-installed and secured.

FIT SPREADERS:

---

[Diagram showing rigging components and their respective connections]
NOTE:  - IF SPREADER IS NOT MARKED, TOP OR BOTTOM, THE OUTBOARD END SHOULD BE ABOVE THE BRACKET WHEN IN POSITION.

- INSERT UPPER SHROUDS IN SPREADERS - IT IS A GOOD IDEA TO TAPE THE SPREADER ENDS WITH ADHESIVE TAPE OR TO INSTALL ANTI-CHAFING ROLLERS AT THIS TIME TO PROTECT YOUR SAILS FROM DAMAGE.

- REMOVE THE PINS FROM THE TURNBUCKLES. BE CAREFUL NOT TO LOSE THEM. YOU MAY FIND IT USEFUL TO HAVE ONE PERSON KEEP ALL THE PINS SO THAT THERE WILL BE NO CONFUSION WHEN THE MAST IS RAISED.

- OPEN ALL THE TURNBUCKLES TO 3/4 OF THEIR TRAVEL. BE SURE THAT THERE IS AN EQUAL AMOUNT OF TRAVEL AT BOTH ENDS OF THE TURNBUCKLE, SO THAT NO ADJUSTMENT IS LOST.

- IF YOU INTEND TO RACE INSTALL BLACK BANDS ON THE SPAR NOW (SEE CLASS ASSOCIATION SPECIFICATIONS FOR LOCATIONS)

- BE SURE ALL COTTER PINS ARE INSTALLED AND BENT TO RETAIN THEM.

- IF YOU INTEND TO MOUNT A SPAR FLY ON THE MAST HEAD, DO IT NOW.

- IF YOU ARE READY TO RAISE THE MAST THE BOAT WILL APPEAR THIS WAY AS YOU LOOK DOWN AT THE DECK.

NOTE:  THE FORESTAY SHOULD NOW BE THE LINE ON TOP EDGE OF THE MAST AND PASSING OVER ALL OTHER LINES AND EQUIPMENT.

*TAPE TURNBUCKLES TOGETHER ON CHAIN PLATE WHEN LYING ON DECK

IF STERN RAIL IS PRESENT ON NEXT PAGE
- Be sure the main and jib halyards are coiled and secured to the mast. (This also applies to spinnaker halyard and spinnaker pole lift if being used)

- Lay the spar across the cabin top with the mast head at the stern and the forward section on top.

- Attach all standing rigging, except forestay, to the deck fittings:

  Position upper and lower turnbuckles perpendicular to the chain plate, place a strip of masking tape around the turnbuckle bodies to hold them in position.

- If boat is fitted with a stern rail - be sure the backstay is positioned as follows:

- So that when raised the backstay will assume position as follows:
NOTE: Make sure outer shrouds have no great slack above the spreader (if there is a lot of slack, as the shrouds tighten when the mast is raised, the spreaders may be bent and broken).
- When positioning mast, be careful not to bend spreaders.
- Clear all rigging for raising mast, be sure that everything will be in correct position when mast is raised.
- Arrange jib halyard in normal position and attach shackle to deck plate.

(A)

(B) Take up slack on jib halyard. Most of the weight of the mast will now be taken by the halyard. When the mast is in the upright position cleat the halyard until the forestay is in position.

I.E. Main halyard behind spreaders (along luff track)

Jib halyard and forestay forward of spreaders.

Halyards should be neatly coiled to avoid confusion and secured so shackle at exit boxes.

Once more check that all cotter pins are in and bent securely.

The spar is now ready for stapling.
STEPPING

MOVE MAST AFT SO THAT THE FOOT IS OVER THE STEP.
RAISE MAST HEAD TO ENGAGE FOOT SLOT ON MAST STEP PIN.

WALK THE MAST TO THIS POSITION.

DO NOT PANIC. THIS ONLY LOOKS DIFFICULT. IT DOES NOT REQUIRE A GREAT DEAL OF STRENGTH AND CAN BE DONE BY ONE MAN ONCE YOU BECOME USED TO IT.
ATTACH FORESTAY TO DECK PLATE IN THE FORE-WARD MAST HOLE
- Tighten stays so that mast is straight abeam and fore and aft the rake should be 2' aft, i.e., mast head 2' aft of foot, with no bend in spar.

- Adjust fore and aft rake first by adjusting forestay and backstay. The main halyard may be used as a plumb by attaching a weight to the end. Be careful not to lose the shackle i.e., have it run to the masthead. Check visually from land. This step should be completed before gear is stowed on board and engine put in place.
- Adjust abeam position and bend in spar with upper and lower shrouds. This may be checked by standing at mast foot and sighting up the sail track.

**NOTE:**
- Tightening forestay - moves masthead forward
- Tightening backstay - moves masthead aft, throws center of spar forward.
- Tightening uppers - moves masthead abeam
- Tightening lopers - moves center of spar abeam and aft.

The stays should be tight i.e., no slack, but not overly so. Final turning can only be done while sailing.
RUNNING RIGGING

ATTACH BOOM TO MAST BY LOOSENING SET SCREW ON GOOSENECK AND INSERTING IN THE MAST TRACK THROUGH SWAGED (LARGE) OPENING.

ATTACH TOPPING LIFT TO BOOM TANG.
ATTACH DOUBLE BLOCK TO EYE SLIDE ON THE BOOM WITH SHACKLE SUPPLIED, MOVE EYE SLIDE OVER THE TRAVELLER.
ATTACH JAMB CLEAT TO TRAVELLER CAR.
TIE MAINSHEET (SHORTER OF TWO SHEETS) TO THE BECKET ON JAMB BLOCK.

NOTE: TREAD MAINSHEET OVER BLOCKS ENDING AT JAMB.

BOOM BLOCK (THREAD PORT SIDE FIRST)
THROUGH STARBOARD SIDE OF BLOCK
THROUGH PORT SIDE OF BLOCK
START HERE WITH BOX LINE KNOT
JAMB BLOCK
SAIL BENDING

- With rare exception the mainsail goes up first.
- Release the main sheet from the jamb cleat so that the main sheet is free to run.
- Loosen the goose neck set screw and move the boom to its uppermost position in the mast slot.
- Undo the main sail tack thumbscrew and feed the foot of the sail into the boom track, replace the thumbscrew through the sail tack cringle and pull foot out to the out haul.
- Tie the sail out haul to the boom fittings by running a 4" line from clew cringle through eye strap on port side, back through cringle and then to cleat on the starboard side. Pull fairly tight.
- Feed the main sail luff into the mast and attach the main halyard shackle to the sail headboard. Hoist the main sail all the way up, putting in the battens as you go. Cleat the main halyard on the port side of the mast. Coil and stow the loose end. Ease off topping lift.
- Adjust the position of the boom to suit the wind conditions by loosening the set screws and lowering the boom to the position chosen within the black bands.
- Attach the tack of the jib to the bow plate with the shackle provided.
- Attach the head of the jib to the jib halyard with the shackle.
- Attach the jib sheets to the cringle in the clew of the jib (a reef knot is suitable.)
- Run each sheet back to the cockpit by passing them outside the shrouds, thru the sheet blocks on the rail, around the winch and put a figure eight knot in each end.
- Hoist the jib all the way up tight and hard and cleat the halyard on the starboard side of the mast.
You are now ready for your first sail on your new CS/22.

**Main Sail Reefing**

Your CS/22 is equipped with the latest design for sail reefing which is called "slab" or "jiffy" reefing gear.

A 1/8" line is secured through the eye strap on the port side of the boom then taken up through the cringle on the mainsail, down to and through the check block on the starboard side of the boom and forward to the cleat.

A second line is secured to the eye strap on the port side of the mast; up through the cringle on the mainsail and then down to the cleat on the starboard side of the mast.
TUNING THE MAST AND STANDING RIGGING

- The mast is first tuned at the dock
- The forestay, backstay and upper shrouds should be adjusted and tightened until the head of the mast is straight in the correct fore-aft position (2" rake) and straight and perpendicular in the abeam position.

Backstay will be fairly taut

Forestay should be very taut, so that you can twang it like a guitar string

Upper shrouds will be quite taut and lower will be a little less taut. (The lower are only used to straighten)

Sight up the aft side of the mast. Any bends will be very apparent and must be removed.

If mast looks like this then re-adjust shrouds to eliminate the bends.

Upper too-tight

Upper too-slick

Lower too-tight

Lower too-slick
For final turning the CS-22 should now be taken out and sailed. The boat should be put on a starboard tack and on a beat to windward. (The wind will be coming over the starboard bow and the boom will be over the port quarter.)

Check the leeward (port side) shrouds. They should not be sloppy: they should not be taut; that should be just a bit slack to the touch. Put the boat on a port tack and check the leeward (starboard side) shrouds in the same manner.

Adjust your turnbuckles (loosen or tighten) to suit your findings. Once again sight-up the mast track for bends and then go out and repeat the drill.

Most tuning is a continual job, it never ends because it depends so much on weather conditions and types of sails and your competition.

If the boat tends to round up into the wind and is hard to keep on course, you have what is called "weather helm" indicating that your mast may be too far aft raked.

If your boat does the opposite "leeward helm" your mast may be raked too far forward.

For further information on tuning techniques consult "Basic Sailing" by M. B. George - available at most yachting retail cutlets.
| **HULL:** | Occasionally wax with "Trewax" for a long lasting lustre. |
| **DECK:** | A standard cleaner such as "Fantastik" with a deck brush and hosing down will keep your topsides sparkling. |
| **TEAK TRIM:** | Apply "Watco" teak oil to all teak trim at the season beginning and occasionally through the season. Do not use steel wool. Sand lightly. |
| **SPREADERS:** | End cops or rollers will prevent sail chafing. |
| **WATER SYSTEM:** | Rinse out the entire system with a mixture of Sodium Metabisulphate and water to sterilize the system. Rinse well. |
| **ANTI-FOULING:** | To be done each spring to eliminate marine growth. "KL990" available from Canadian Sailcraft Company and "Unipoxy" have proven satisfactory for inland waters. |
| **CENTRE BOARD PENNANT:** | Mark ¼ and ½ points with coloured tape to enable you to know the centreboard position. |
| **RUDDER BLADE:** | The blade should be painted with anti-fouling paint below the water line to eliminate marine growth. |
| **MOTOR:** | A 4 horsepower motor is sufficient, a 6 horsepower is ideal. (Long Shaft model) |
| **TILLER EXTENSION:** | Available from Canadian Sailcraft company will allow shipper and crew to move forward in the cockpit to reduce stern drag. |

- Wetting carpet on trailer pads and bonks eases launching and recovering.
Mud flaps on trailer and car helps prevent road tar, dirt, and stones from marring hull.

Vaseline or similar grease in light sockets and on bulbs will prevent corrosion.
RECOVERY OF BOAT

RECOVERY - RETURNING BOAT TO TRAILER

FOR REPEATED EASY RECOVERIES IT IS VERY IMPORTANT TO HAVE TRAILER SET-UP AND
ADJUSTED PROPERLY. A FEW DUMMY-RUNS AT A QUIET RAMP WILL PAY-OFF IN THE LONG RUN.

(1) BEFORE FIRST LAUNCH - CHECK IF BOAT WATERLINE SITS PARALLEL TO TRAILER BED
IS BOAT SITTING IN FULL CONTACT WITH BUNKS?
ARE DIMENSIONS A AND B EQUAL (FROM TRAILER BED TO TOP OF
BUNK AT FORE AND AFT EDGES)?
FORWARD PADS ARE IN CONTACT WITH HULL

IF THESE REQUIREMENTS ARE MET THEN NO DIFFICULTY SHOULD BE ENCOUNTERED DURING RECOVERY.

(2) LAUNCH BOAT - WHEN BOAT IS OFF TRAILER - ADJUST BUNKS SO THAT DIMENSIONS A AND B
ARE EQUAL
- RETRACT BOW ROLLER 2" TO 3" WHEN BOAT WAS ON
TRAILER AND FORWARD PADS CONTRACTED HULL
- IF BOW WAS HIGH, LOWER THE PADS A FEW INCHES
- IF BOW WAS LOW, RAISE THE PADS A FEW INCHES.

(3) BACK TRAILER INTO WATER SO THAT TOP FORWARD EDGES OF REAR BUNK (PT. Y) IS ABOUT AN
INCH BELOW SURFACE. PULL BOAT MANUALLY ONTO TRAILER. ATTACH WINCH CABLE & WINCH
BOAT UP TO BOW ROLLER (9" - 12"). IF BOW ROLLER WAS NOT RETRACTED, BOW EYE WILL SNAP ON ROLLER. ROLLER SHOULD NOT BE RETRACTED SO FAR AS TO PERMIT BOAT TO HIT WINCH.
WINCH CABLE SHOULD FEED FROM TOP OF WINCH DRUM OF ROTATION OF BOAT DURING HAUL OUT
MAY SNAP CABLE.
HAUL BOAT OUT OF WATER, CHECK LINES DON'T SNAG AND THAT RUDDER IS FULLY UP (KEEL ALSO).

AS BOAT LEAVES WATER IT WILL ROTATE A FEW INCHES AWAY FROM BOW ROLLER. EXTEND BOW ROLLER TO CONTACT BOAT FULLY. THE BOAT SHOULD NOW SIT SQUARELY ON TRAILER, I.E. WATERLINE PARALLEL TO TRAILER BED.

IF FORWARD PADS ARE LOW RAISE THEM TO CONTACT HULL FULLY.

IF FORWARD PADS ARE HOLDING BOW HIGH AND PREVENTING BOAT FROM SITTING LEVEL, IT IS NECESSARY TO RE-LAUNCH, LOWER FORWARD PADS A COUPLE OF INCHES AND RECOVER AGAIN.

FOLLOWING THIS PROCEDURE THE BOAT WILL NEVER SIT BOW LOW. ONCE THE BOAT IS LEVEL AND ALL SUPPORTS CONTACT THE HULL, THERE SHOULD NEVER BE ANY FURTHER NEED TO MOVE OR ADJUST SUPPORTS EXCEPT FOR THE BOW ROLLER WHICH MUST BE RETRACTED AND EXTENDED 3" DURING EACH LAUNCH/RECOVERY.

MARK (PAINT) THE POSITIONS OF THE SUPPORTS AND BOW ROLLER.

NOTE: IF TRAILER IS TOO DEEP BOAT WILL FLOAT OVER TRAILER AND HIT WINCH AND MAY NOT LOCATE IN GROOVE.

IF TOO SHALLOW, WINCHING DISTANCE AND EFFORT WILL BE EXTREME.

FORWARD PADS SHOULD ONLY BE LOWERED (2' MAXIMUM) ON VERY STEEP RAMPS. RE-ADJUST TO HULL ONCE AGAIN AFTER RECOVERY. LOWERING FORWARD PADS CAUSES EXCESSIVE ROTATION OF BOAT AS IT LEAVES THE WATER. THE BOAT WILL THEN ACTUALLY SIT FURTHER AFT ON TRAILER. (THIS IS A FUNCTION OF THE BOW TO WATERLINE ANGLE).

DURING RECOVERY BOW ROTATES CLOCKWISE. THE BOAT ALSO SINKS DOWN INTO THE REAR BUNKS AND THEREFORE STAYS IN CONTACT WITH THE FORWARD PAD.
DRAWING SHOWS
STANDARD CONSTRUCTION
FOR BOATS UP TO 2 TON

UPRIGHTS
- UPRIGHTS
- 4" - 4 x 4 Cedar/FIR
- 6" - 4 x 8
- 10" - 6 x 6

CROSSBARS
- CROSSES 2 TON 2 x 4
- 4" - 2 x 6
- 6" - 2 x 6
- 10" - 2 x 8

CROSS BRACES
- 2 TON 1 x 4
- 4" - 1 x 6
- 6" - 1 x 6
- 10" - 1 x 8

KEEL TIMBER
- 2 TON 4 x 4
- 4" - 4 x 1
- 6" - 6 x 1
- 10" - 8 x 1

BASE TIMBER
- 2 TON 6 x 6
- 4" - 6 x 6
- 6" - 8 x 1
- 10" - 10 x 1

TIES
- FROM 2 x 6 TO 4 x 12

WIDTH
- MAX BEAM
- 2" EACH SIDE

HEIGHT
- KEEL TO DECK
- +2.5' OR MORE AS DESIRED

OPTIONAL
- PAD OF UPRIGHT MAT
- OR NOTCH BASE TIMBERS

WOOD STRUTS
- IF WOOD IS USED BOLT ENDS TO PREVENT SPLITTING
- STEEL ANGLE IS RECOMMENDED-2 EXTRA HOLES ALLOW OPENING UP CRADLE FOR PAINTING, AFTER SHOREING

WIDE GUAGE

NARROW GUAGE

ALL BUTTER BOARDS 2" NO. 2 FIR
- WOOD SIDES 2" x 4" BOLTED THROUGH 4 BOLT
- IRON SIDES 4" x 3/8" BOLTED THROUGH 3 BOLT
- TOPS & GUIDES MUST BE CHAMFERED
- SIDES MUST BE BOLTED NO LAG SCREWS

SAFETY IS THE MAIN REASON, NOT ONLY FOR THE BOAT BUT PEOPLE CAN GET HURT IF A BOAT FALLS, ALSO PROPER CRADLES SPEED UP OUR OPERATION
P.S. CREOSOATING YOUR WOOD WILL DOUBLE THE LIFE OF YOUR CRADLE
FOR BOATS WITH UNCONVENTIONAL UNDERBODIES SEE MARINE CRAFTMAN